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Abstract 

The Yellowstone Caldera is an active volcanic area at the end of the Snake 
River Plateau-Yellowstone hotspot chain and has been the focus of a 
number of geodetic surveys designed to measure crustal motion and mass 
flux. Major  episodes of volcanic activity in the Yellowstone Caldera were 
2.0, 1.2, and 0.6  Ma ago. The caldera is still active today as evidenced by 
seismicity, high heat flow and the presence of numerous thermal hot springs 
and geysers, in addition to measurable uplift and subsidence of the caldera 
on the order of 10-20 cm from GPS and leveling. In September 2000 we 
collected the first absolute gravity measurements in Yellowstone, with 
coincident GPS measurements. Our 12 baseline observations (8 with the 
portable A-10 and four with the FG-5) were distributed throughout the 
caldera.  This October (2001) we reoccupied 3 of these FG-5 sites. One of 
our objectives was to establish benchmarks on bedrock to minimize water 
table level fluctuations; six of our sites meet this criterion. Four of the sites 
coincide with relative gravity stations established by the University of Utah. 
These relative gravity stations can now be tied to absolute gravity stations. 
Assessing the relative contributions of magmatic and hydrothermal 
processes can now begin.  FG-5 data collected close by Old Faithful in 2000 
show a 15 microgal signal over 2 days. This October we collected a second, 
3.5 day-long time series of FG-5 observations at Old Faithful revealing a 
short-period, 9-microgal amplitude signal.  A coincident 3.5 day-long time  
series of GPS heights at Old Faithful showed roughly comparable short-
period fluctuations of several cm in amplitude.   Despite noise in  the two 
signals, some correlation exists between the gravity and topography (as well 
as eruption times).This Old Faithful gravity signal is similar in amplitude to 
that obtained  at the Wakarewarewa Geyser flat in New Zealand.

Summary

Objective: to assess relative contributions of magmatic and hydrothermal processes in the Yellowstone  caldera

In 2000 we collected the first absolute gravity (using A-10 and FG-5 meters) measurements along with coincident
GPS measurements at 12 sites spanning the caldera.  Some repeat FG-5 and GPS observations were made this fall.

FG-5 data collected in 2000 and 2001 at Old Faithful reveal large, short-period microgravity (~8-15 mGals) and
crustal motion (several cm in  the vertical) signals associated with hydrothermal activity in the Upper Geyser Basin. 
  

Old Faithful (station 11) Time Series 

Station 9, Mammoth, a quiet FG-5 gravity site

*  In 2000, we obtained absolute gravity and 
GPS data at twelve sites in Yellowstone 
including five sites (1,10,3,4,5) which form 
a transect across the Sour Creek resurgent 
dome (SC) from Canyon southeast past Lake. 
This transect has been used since 1923 as 
leveling (now GPS) line  to study inflation 
and deflation of the Sour Creek resurgent 
dome ( e.g. Pelton and Smith, 1979,1982; 
Dzurisin et al., 1999).

*Note two gravity sites (12 and 6) lie along 
the eastern boundary of the Elephant Back 
(EB) fault zone. Wicks et al. (1998) inferred 
from InSAR data that region nearly 
coincident with the EB fault zone may act as 
a conduit between the Mallard Lake (ML) 
and Sour Creek (SC) resurgent domes.

*This year (October, 2001), we obtained 
more FG-5 absolute gravity at three sites, 
9 Mammoth, 10 Canyon and11 Old Faithful.  
At Old Faithful we collected a 3.5 day long 
time series of GPS data as well the FG-5 
gravity at a site 70 meters from the geyser.

Interpretation of gravity-height change ratios for volcanic calderas
(from Brown et al, 1991)

Old Faithful Geyser conduit
  (video from Hutchinson et al, 1997) 

Note: (above) a significant linear correlation (Pearson’s r >0.4) exists between smoothed 3-
hour GPS height estimates (in blue) and FG-5 gravity (15-min drop sets); (below) a ‘peak’ 
of marginal significance in the gravity PSD and gravity-height coherences occurs at periods 
of ~ 1.5 hours i.e., near the mean time interval between eruptions.

Old Faithful gravity (black), GPS heights (red=1hr blue=3hr), Eruption Times (vert lines)

Comparing Gravity and GPS Height Time Series

Yellowstone Absolute  Gravity Sites
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* Old Faithful gravity and GPS adds to our physical 
understanding of geysers.  We can detect both mass 
motion beneath the geyser and inflation/deflation of the 
crust

(photo by A. Tikku)

Old Faithful

GPS setup at Station 3 (2000)
(photo by W. Stone)

The A-10 has nominal accuracy of 
~10 microGal vs 7-33 microGal  
(at best, using looping techniques) 
for relative gravity.

FG-5 has has system accuracy of ~ 
1 microGal but is much more 
difficult to deploy in field.

A-10 setup at Station 5 (2000)
    (one of the first field deployments of A-10)


